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COMPACT  SEMIGROUPS  WITH  LOW  DIMENSIONAL
ORBIT SPACES

R.   P.   HUNTER

Abstract. If S is a compact connected semigroup, G a compact

subgroup at the identity such that S/G is either two dimensional or

embeddable in three space, then the normalizer conjecture holds.

Let S be a compact connected monoid and G be a compact connected

subgroup at the identity. If the orbit space S/G is either one dimensional

or planar then the orbits form a congruence [1], [2]. In particular, a local

thread lies in the centralizer of G. Thus, the centralizer conjecture holds

for such semigroups [6].

We note here that if S/G is of dimension two or is embeddable in three

space then the centralizer conjecture ( = normalizer conjecture [3]) holds.

Proposition. Let S be a compact connected monoid and let G be a

compact connected subgroup at the identity. If the orbit space S/G is either

of dimension two or is embeddable in three space then S contains a compact

connected subsemigroup F such that F contains G, the orbits of G form a

congruence in F, and F meets the minimal ideal of S.

Indication of Proof. Let us suppose first that S/G—the space of

orbits {xG}—has dimension less than or equal to two. Letting G act on

the left on SjG by gx=g{xG} = {gxG}, we first note that each stability

subgroup G£ is normal and that each quotient group G/G£ is trivial or is

one dimensional. In effect, let L be the semisimple part of G and consider

the quotient space L(x) = L\GîC\L. If dim L(x)=0 then, of course, Gt

contains L(x). Next, we notice that dim L(x) cannot be one [6], [8].

Were we to have dim L(x)=2, we could apply an argument of Wallace

[4] to the action of S upon S/G to show that H2(L(x), Z)=0. However,

since L(x) is a two manifold, this is impossible. Thus, in any case, Gt

contains L and is consequently normal.

Finally, GjG^ cannot have dimension two since again Wallace's argu-

ment would show that H2(G\Gt, Z) = H2(Gx, Z)=0. However, a two

dimensional compact connected group F cannot be such that H2(T, Z) is
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trivial. Thus, G/Gx is either trivial or is a one dimensional compact

connected (abelian) group. Indeed, since each Gx contains [G, G], the

action of G can be factored through G/[G, G]:

G X S/G-» S/G

I        /
G/[G, G] x S/G

We now have an abelian group G/[G, G] acting on the acyclic space

S/G. (At this point, we may, without loss of generality, assume S has a

zero, considering S/K if necessary.) The set of fixed points F' in S/G

under the action of G/ [G, G] is connected [6]. The pre-image F of F' back

in S is the desired compact connected semigroup in which G is (left)

normal.

Suppose now that S/G is embeddable in three space. With the notation

of the first part of the argument, we note that if x <£ K then dim L(x)=0.

As in the first part, we know that dim L(x)^l. We certainly cannot have

dim L(x) = 3. Assume then, that dim L(x)=2. First, let ï belong to the un-

bounded complementary domain of L(x). In this case K/G, since it carries

the cohomology of S/G, must lie in the bounded complementary domain

of L(x). Since the orbit of T is degenerate, we cannot have points x

arbitrary close to ï with dim Gx=2. We must then have some L(t) of

dimension two such that, given any y in its unbounded complementary

domain, dim Gy<.2. But this would entail having a sequence of orbits

of dimension zero or one converging to a two dimensional orbit, which is

impossible.

Lastly, if T is in the bounded complementary domain of L(x), one can

proceed, as in [2], to show that S/G must contain this domain. However,

this would mean that S/G contains a Euclidean neighborhood about T.

This is impossible [5], [7].

Thus, as in the first part, Gs must contain [G, G] and the previous

considerations apply again.
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